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1 Introduction

Today we will be exploring NetLogo via its tutorials (modified a bit to work with
our course). We will be using NetLogo web, which allows you to run models,
modify them, and export them. It is not, however, like sketchpad, scratch, or
thimble, in that you can’t save your work directly on the site and share it with
others. For that, we will be back to using Thimble.

2 Getting set up

For this lab, we will be using NetLogo web. Follow the links below to each of
the three tutorials we will be going through.

3 Tutorial 1: Models

Please go through Tutorial 1: Models. This tutorial introduces you to an
existing model (Wolf and sheep predation) and walks you through an ex-
ploration of the various parameters of the model and the NetLogo interface.
You can find the tutorial at: http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/
tutorial1.html

This should take you 15–20 minutes. Please SKIP OVER the section “Con-
trolling the View”, which we cannot do in the web version of NetLogo.

4 Tutorial 2: Commands

Please go through Tutorial 2: Commands. This tutorial introduces you to another
existing model (Traffic Basic) and walks you through an exploration of agents, the
Command Center, and various appearances of the agents. You can find the tuto-
rial at: http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/tutorial2.html

This should take you 20–30 minutes. Please SKIP OVER the section on
the agent and patch inspectors, which are not available in the web version of
NetLogo.

While this tutorial explains the colors available by default in NetLogo, it does not
get into the different shapes that are available for turtles or how you can make
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your own. For that information, optionally see: http://ccl.northwestern.
edu/netlogo/docs/shapes.html Making your own shapes is not possible in
NetLogo web, but is in the desktop version.

5 Tutorial 3: Procedures

Please go through Tutorial 3: Procedures. This tutorial walks you through
writing the code for a simulation like the wolf-sheep predation, but only involving
turtles eating grass.

I have created a skeleton NetLogo project defining the various interface elements
we’ll need, so please start from that. To do so,

• Download the skeleton NetLogo project I created from the course website:
http://mr-pc.org/teaching/cisc1600/lab_4_1_skeleton.nlogo

• Go to http://www.netlogoweb.org/launch in your browser

• Upload the skeleton to NetLogo web using the “Upload a model” form on
the top of the page (in the light blue area above the currently displayed
model)

• Go through the tutorial: http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/
tutorial3.html

This should take you 40–60 minutes. Please SKIP OVER the parts about
creating interface elements like buttons, toggles, sliders, and plots, as it is not
possible to do this in the web version. I have done these already in the skeleton
project for the buttons, toggles, and plots. For the sliders, simply create a global
variable with the same name that you assign in the setup function or a function
that it calls.

5.1 Optional challenge: Extensions

For extra credit, implement ONE of the following extensions to the grazing
turtles model.

5.1. HAVE YOUR TURTLES AGE: Right now provided they find enough
grass to eat your turtles (or cows, or sheep or whatever) will live forever.
That’s certainly not very realistic. You will need to change your program
in a couple of places so that your turtles can grow old and die.

5.2. HAVE YOUR TURTLES LOOK FOR FOOD: At the moment your turtles
wander around randomly and if they happen to stumble upon food they
eat it. A turtle could easily starve to death, even when there is plenty of
grass around. That’s certainly not very realistic. Real animals look for
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food and travel towards it. We will need to change your program in a
couple of places so that your turtles can do that.

5.3. HAVE THE GRASS GROW WHEN IT RAINS: At the moment the grass
grows radomly after it has been eaten. In many parts of the world the
grass depends on seasonal rains, and only grow a few times a year. Change
your program so that the “rain-frequency” slider that you created controls
how often the grass grows.

5.4. HAVE YOUR TURTLES CATCH DISEASES: Whenever you get too
many animals crowded into one space the liklihood of disease increases.
How might you model that?

5.5. HAVE YOUR TURTLES NEED (AND SEEK OUT) WATER: Most
animals need drinking water to survive. Have some of your patches become
watering-holes, that your turtles must routinely visit in order to survive
(hint: create an agentset called water, or a variable that is owned by the
patches, see “traffic basic” and “traffic grid”).

5.6. CREATE MALE AND FEMALE TURTLES: Right now your turtles simple
make more of themselves whenever they have enough energy... again, not
realistic. (hint: To create male and female turtles you will want to create
‘breeds’, see “Wolf Sheep Predation”)

5.2 Saving

This is the only part of the lab that you should save for your portfolio. Please
export the project as BOTH the NetLogo code and an HTML page. Then
create a new project on Thimble for this page and upload both the HTML and
the NetLogo files to the project. Delete the existing index.html page and rename
the HTML file that you exported to index.html . Saving the NetLogo file to the
project is just a way to keep it around in case you want to edit it later.
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